Project Management – Program Instructor

Vincent McGevna has over 25 years of engineering project management experience, which has included managing cross-functional teams and developing software, electronics and mechanical hardware for the semiconductor, aerospace, telecommunications, nuclear power, and TV industries.

Vince has taught courses in Microsoft Project and Schedule-Centered Planning at the PMI Silicon Valley Chapter and at other venues. He has also made numerous presentations on project management topics at PMI meetings and symposia, and at the Microsoft Project Users Group (MPUG).

After decades of experience in managing large, complex projects, Vince has developed unique methods of improving standard planning techniques. These insights have been formalized into a process Vince calls Schedule-Centered Planning, and have been made available to the public in his book titled, Schedule-Centered Planning: An Incremental Approach for Plan-Driven Projects.

Vince has a certificate in Engineering Project Management from UC Santa Cruz, and was a Project Management Professional, PMP, for over 15 years.